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Students of law and business administration are perplexed by
the solidarity and resilience of the modern corporation. This is because
knowledge of the defining elements of the corporation—of individual
interests and the nexus of contracts—cannot account for the integrity
and vitality of the whole. Beginning with the seminal ideas of Mary
Parker Follett about organizations, specifically her ideas about
functional relating and self-creating coherence, this essay draws upon
Catholic Social Theory to explain how the life of the corporation is
rooted in the life of the nuptial pair. Despite its often vast complexity, the
modern corporation is literally an incorporation: a joining of male and
female in one body. Implications of this idea about the corporation for
our understanding of corporate law and business administration are
discussed. Also briefly considered are implications of this idea for a
theology of the corporation.

Introduction

Mary Parker Follett was perhaps our wisest student of the
corporation and of its management. She described the manager’s job as
leadership, not in the conventional and over-simple terms of command
and control (of “bossing people around”) or charisma and inspiration (of
“wowing” people into commitment), but in the exacting terms of the
total situation of the corporation in which the contributions of each and
every person are articulated and valued to form an integrative unity. She
put in for a tall order:

The leader must be the leader of a coherent group, of men who
are finding their material welfare, their most effective
expression, their spiritual satisfaction, through their relations to
one another, through the functioning of the group to which they
belong.1

Managers who are honest with themselves must look upon their
leadership in grateful wonder. Their experience is a mariner’s nightmare.
Tossed about on stormy seas, with the barest of charts and few guiding
landmarks, they captain a ship that is complex and does not keep its
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Indeed, the mystery of the corporation deepens the more we
look into it. It is not only the artificial and rational instrument described
by students of law and business. It is at the same time its own being, a
vital unity having its own laws and needs. This essential unity was the
distinctive concern of Mary Follett who looked into organizations more
deeply than most to see their inner functional relating: 

Functional relating is the continuing process of self-creating
coherence. Most of my philosophy is contained in that
sentence. You can take that sentence, I believe, as a test for any
part of business organization or business management. If you
have the right kind of functional relating, you will have a
process which will create a unity which will lead to further
unities—a self-creating progression.7

Thus the corporation is more than a nexus of contracts. To the contrary,
it is a complex dynamic that somehow integrates the rational imperatives
of economic organization with the vital imperatives of its own
organism.8 The corporation is something to which managers must come
with a dual sensibility—with intellect to grasp its rational organization
and with intuition to grasp its organism. Upon these graspings they must
work alchemy—to secure organization by imposing structures and
purposes and to nurture organism by giving it resources and room to
grow. How this is done no one can quite say, neither students of law or
business, nor practitioners.

The mystery of the corporation can be compared to that of the
cosmos in astronomy. Of the cosmos there is much to see. Moons gather
around planets, planets around stars, stars around galaxies, and galaxies
around each other, in a texture that has been extensively mapped. The
puzzle for astronomers is that these visible elements do not have the
mass and therefore gravity necessary to account for their texture. This
unaccounted coherence has led astronomers to postulate an invisible
“dark matter” to supplement visible matter to explain the cosmos. It is a
humbling idea, not least because this undiscovered dark matter is
estimated to comprise upwards of ninety percent of the total. The
unaccounted coherence of the corporation challenges us in the same
way. Its visible elements—in particular, its collection of individual
interests and its nexus of contracts—cannot account for its integrity and
uncanny adaptability, for its devotion to cause, and for its resilient
tolerance of mismanagement. Something else must be at work to hold
the corporation together, some analogous dark matter invisible to the
eye.
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shape, and they captain a crew that is varied and not altogether un-
motley. Yet, somehow, despite their miscalculations of navigation, they
awake to find the crew doing yeoman’s work (often on their own
initiative, with little direction, and with not enough thanks) and the ship
aright and mostly on course. Their mostly successful leadership must
seem more happenstance than plan.

This essay is about the wonder of the corporation, that idealized
by Follett and that realized by managers in spite of themselves. How
does a corporation meet conditions that no one quite understands? How
does a corporation survive the miscalculations of its leaders? Why are
workers stubbornly faithful to their all-too-human managers? In sum:
What keeps a corporation together? This essay is about what explains the
integrity and perseverance of the corporation amidst its storm-tossed
passage and what guidance is needed from leadership and from the law
to hold the corporation to its course.

Dark Matter Mystery

These questions about the corporation are mysteries, even to
students of law and business. In law, the corporation is an abstraction:
“an idealized essence that has no existence outside the virtual legal
space in which it is produced…the basic definition of a corporation is an
investment vehicle for the pooling of money and labor whose purpose is
singular—to maximize profits.”2 As David Millon describes, the
twisting history of legal thought about the corporation has culminated in
an idea of the corporation as a natural aggregate of individuals, a so-
called “nexus of contracts.”3 In economics, the corporation is no less an
abstraction—a structure of persons joined under authority. As R.H.
Coase explains, “A firm consists of the system of relationships which
comes into existence when the direction of resources is dependent on an
entrepreneur.”4 In both law and economics, the corporation is held
together by contracts that align inducements to contributions on behalf
of the whole.5 The job of the manager, therefore, is to get the
inducements-contributions balance right, or at least right enough.
However, while this image of the corporation is matter-of-fact (for it is
certainly true that the corporation is a nexus of contracts), it leaves the
corporation itself unexplained. As noted long ago by the sociologist
Emile Durkheim and again recently by the economist Kenneth Arrow,
such reductive concepts of the corporation cannot explain how the
elements of the corporation become organized—how they comprise a
division of labor, needs, and goods.6 Economic organization cannot be
its own explanation. 
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What might faith and reason together tell us about the dark matter
mystery of the corporation? 

“In the beginning,” according to the Book of Genesis, “… God
created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male
and female he created him” (Gn 1:27). By defining Adam and Eve as
male and female “in one flesh,” Genesis furnishes a precise definition of
sex in both its noun form, as a division of male and female, and its verb
form, as a uniting of these in the image of God. Human society is
established as a single, living organism, as a whole made of the
functional relating of male and female parts. Moreover, according to
Genesis, by incarnating God in “one flesh,” we are distinguished from
every other “thing that creepeth on the earth.” Where other animals join
in couplings that typically last only as long as the acts themselves, we
join in a divine union that is renewed in coupling and that lasts a lifetime
in spirit if not in fact.13

This claim of incorporation—that human society embodies
God by its functional relating of male and female—is thus a historical
one that reaches back to the first seeds of society in creation. If Follett
is correct that social unity is a “self-creating progression,” then we
should find the functional unity of male and female in all human
societies, past and present. In this unity we should find the “dark matter”
that holds the corporation together. Upon this point, as upon so many
others, faith and science agree. For her part the Church tells the truth that
the nuptial pair is, 

… the original cell of social life. It is the natural society in
which husband and wife are called to give themselves in love
and in the gift of life. Authority, stability, and a life of
relationships within the family constitute the foundations for
freedom, security, and fraternity within society.14

And for her part, science tells the (always provisional) story of how this
truth has come to be. According to current thinking, it is a story both of
evolutionary continuity, in which we conserve patterns of mammalian
and especially primate society, and of evolutionary discontinuity, in
which we take leave of these patterns to establish a pattern all our own.
In total, it is the story of our human creation in the image of God, a story
of a flowering of three distinct levels of functional relating of male and
female.15
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Of the Body

Language husbands its wisdom. According to the Oxford
English Dictionary, the word corporation is a noun of action deriving
from the word incorporation [ad. incorporationem] which it defines as:
1.a. the action of incorporating two or more things, or one thing with (in,
into) another; the process or condition of being so incorporated; union
in or into one body. And 2. a. the action or process of forming into a
community or corporation; esp. the formation of a legal corporation or
body politic.9 Could this definition of the corporation as “union in or
into one body” be the key to the mystery of its integrity and vitality?
Could it be that the corporation is literally rooted in the body, in our
flesh and blood lives? Corporation and corporeal are one word; are they
one idea? More particularly, and intriguingly, could it be that what is
essentially “incorporated” is the one God-given division of the body,
namely, that of male and female? Perhaps the matter that holds the
corporation together is not “dark” at all, but is instead the “light” of love
that begins where all human love begins, in bodily union of male and
female.

Before the reader rejects this idea as too remote, or as too
corny, or even as too racy, let us hasten back to Follett’s observation
above: “If you have the right kind of functional relating, you will have a
process which will create a unity which will lead to further unities—a
self-creating progression.” While Follett does not say what the right kind
of functional relating is, much less that it is of male and female, she
supposes that for every organization there is a unity of unities and that
every organization grows and develops as a “self-progression” from
lower—to higher-level unities. Such a supposition is crucial because it
insists upon the sort of possibility entertained here: that elementary
functional relations are paramount and from them arise and develop the
higher-level functional relations. With the idea of incorporation, could
the elementary functional relation, the unity of unities, be that of male
and female?

Although concerned mainly with the science of organization,
Follett appreciated the spiritual dimension of organization as well. She
wrote of the need for “spiritual satisfaction,”10 of the need for leadership
that appealed to the “recesses of the spirit”11 and connected one to “the
hidden springs of all life,”  and of the need to temper selfish interests by
thinking of ourselves as “members of the highest unity with which we
are capable of identifying ourselves.”12 Such spiritual resonances
suggest a bridge between science and faith. What if we brought Follett’s
science of organization back to the origins of human organization in
Genesis, back to the shadowy beginnings of creation known to faith?
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secondary sexual orders of human society are universals rooted in the
body: the primary order a mammalian trait built into a body plan of
reproductively central females and reproductively aspiring males; the
secondary order a human trait tied to a suite of hominid adaptations to
savannah life. The tertiary sexual order of human society consists of
features that vary from group to group. These are not physical elements
rooted in genes, but mental elements rooted in ideas about how people
should live in the group. Culture is conception, an act of mind by which
people use symbols to think about their participation in the group. There
is culture when people act in awareness of their own and others’ roles in
the group.20

Despite its seemingly endless variations across time and place,
the tertiary order of mind and culture retains its roots in the
incorporation of male and female. This is true in two crucial respects.
First, the tertiary order is dedicated to the primary and secondary orders
upon which it is built. Cultures sanction ideas about social life,
especially about relations between the sexes, to enable people to live
peaceably in the best interest of the group. Thus, for examples, values of
chivalry support respectful competition among men and respectful
treatment of women; marriage vows sanctify women’s mate choice and
reinforce monogamy and family; and community laws about rape, sexual
harassment, sexual perversion, incest, child abuse, child custody and
child support protect men and women from each other. Second, the
tertiary order is itself an incorporation of male and female. Mind and
culture are animated and organized as a functional relating of male and
female elements. The human mind is, in everything that it knows, a play
of reason and intuition. As psychoanalyst Karl Stern has observed, this
duality of mind results from a sexual companionability that begins in the
body and extends to our whole encounter with the world:

The polarity of the sexes is based on body-build and organ
function but not confined to it. The male principle enables us to
master our relationship with reality, to solve our problems
rationally. Woman acts and reacts out of the dark mysterious
depths of the unconscious; i.e. affectively, intuitively. This is no
judgment of value but a statement of fact.21

By the same token, culture is, in every one of its incarnations, a play of
hierarchy (born of male concern for position and status) and natural
community (born of female concern for life and nurture). As
anthropologist Margaret Mead observed, the sexual organization of
culture is universal, even while it varies in details (here a strong family
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Love’s Flower

The first or “primary” level of functional relating and unity is
given by three universal elements of sexual being—female care of
young, female mate choice, and male competition—that have been
conserved through tens of millions of years of mammalian evolution and
that comprise the primary organizing dynamic of mammalian social
life.16 Together these elements comprise a functional dynamic of
opposition and affirmation. These elements at once divide the sexes as
to task and orientation and unite the sexes in the vital imperative to
reproduce. This mutuality of male and female is the ground of sociality
throughout the animal kingdom. In this we do as other animals do.

A second and higher level of functional relating and unity arose
uniquely in our kind when we took leave from our mammalian ancestors
by enlarging and extending the primary relation of male and female.
This happened during the Pleistocene Era as a result of our move from
the rich and relatively safe biome of forest trees to the hardscrabble and
more dangerous biome of the open savannah, a move that brought
further differentiation and specialization of the sexes and that
occasioned two distinctively human adaptations of society. One was
same-sex grouping: a tendency for men to group with men and for
women to group with women. Although characteristic of men and
women alike, same-sex grouping figured differently in the lives of each.
For men, the group enabled hunting on the open savannah by
coordinating efforts to stalk, mob, and overcome the big game needed to
feed and clothe the community. For women, the group facilitated sharing
of food and other resources (including defense) in care of children. The
second and related adaptation to Pleistocene life on the savannah was
family: that all-important reproducing unit of the species that consists of
a woman with children attached more or less exclusively to a man.17

Family adapted the species to conditions where men in groups
left the village to hunt and to explore, and women stayed closer to home
to gather nearby foods and to care for children. Family promised woman
a man to return with food, to defend her and her children from attack,
and to help with child-care. And family promised man a woman with
whom he could mate and from whom he could receive comfort.18 Thus,
in this secondary sexual order of same-sex groups and family, there is
again a functional dynamic of opposition and affirmation in which each
creates and meets the need of the other.19

Finally, the most surprising and surpassing level of functional
relating and unity is that of mind and culture. At this level, particularly,
we fulfill our being in the image of God. As we’ve seen, the primary and
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within a corporation be tallied with demands for integration across
corporations? Unless founded upon a common primary unity and unless
oriented to a single final unity, the demands for unity across units and
levels are likely to conflict. Integration in one place is likely to come at
the expense of integration in another. Concerned by such unproductive
conflicts, Follett urged contesting parties to qualify their selfish interests
by thinking of themselves as “members of the highest unity possible” so
that they together might achieve the greatest integration possible.

Follett’s puzzlement is answered by faith. The highest unity
possible, in a corporation or anywhere else, exists when primary and
final unity are the same, namely, when we are formed in the image of
God in union of male and female. History began with the perfect unity
of Genesis, of Adam and Eve in one flesh. History since has been a
struggle to reclaim paradisiacal perfection.23 It has been a struggle
because, since the fall of Adam and Eve in Eden’s Garden—since their
rejection of God in favor of themselves—we are ever losing sight of God
and thereby of our highest unity. But the purpose of history is to learn so
that it will not be repeated. In everything we do there is opportunity for
redemption. This is true even—and perhaps especially—of the
corporation. In and through its activity, we are called to incorporation, to
the divine mystery of love in male and female.

The call to incorporation begins in the union of male and
female. As we have seen, social life is a consummation of male and
female—at the lowest level of bodies, in sexual intercourse; at a higher
level of persons, in the play of sex roles; at a still-higher level of groups,
in the play of same-sex groups and family; and at the highest level of
mind and culture, in the play of reason and intuition and in the play of
organization and organism. Thus the flower of love between male and
female is to recognize and cherish. At the primary level of male and
female reproductive roles, this is to guard female mate choice (e.g., by
corporate policies against sexual harassment, by enforcement of civil
laws against rape), to sanction free and fair competition of males for
females (e.g., by encouraging and recognizing merit in organizations),
and to support female care of young (e.g., by family-friendly policies
such as maternity leave, flexible and part-time employment; by a family
wage that allows husbands to support wives who choose to stay home
with children). At the secondary level of same-sex groups and family,
this is to recognize men’s and women’s instinct to join their kind in
mutual support and to meet their opposite member in a family (e.g., by
allowing the sexes to coalesce and segregate in the workplace, by
supporting family life among employees). And at the tertiary level of
mind and culture, this is to encourage both male and female values and
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structure, there a weak one, here powerful male groups, there weak ones,
here strong monogamy, there mild polygamy, etc…).22 This sexual
dynamism of culture recalls that of the corporation (noted at the outset
of the article) between organization and organism. We saw that the
manager brings to this dynamism a twofold sensitivity that grasps
organization by reason and organism by intuition. In this we now see a
meeting of mind and culture in the functional relating of male and
female.

Thus the creation of man as male and female in God’s image let
loose a flowering of functional relating that has culminated in the
societies we know today, including the corporation. To be human is not
only to stand apart from other beings in divine splendor; it is to stand
with other beings in an evolutionary continuity. Culture and mind are
definitive human images of God’s creative will, and same-sex groups
and family are distinctive human forms of society, but these could not
exist apart from mammalian sexual order—of female care of young,
female mate choice, and male competition. Human history consists of
the progressive functional relating of male and female. Design a human
life without the primary elements of sexual order—without women
choosing mates wisely and caring for children, or without men
competing fairly for women’s attention and favor—and you design a life
without same-sex groups and family, a life without mind and culture, a
life hardly human. Remote though this deep human history may seem,
we bring it to mind unconsciously when we speak of a corporation, as
we often do, as a “family.” This is no metaphor, but a truth wiser than we
know. The alchemy of organization and organism of today’s well-
functioning corporation elaborates and extends that of the first family of
creation. It is a conservation of our life and good.

To Garden Eden

Although founded upon a great insight about functional unity,
Mary Follett’s ideas about the corporation were limited by their silence
on two questions: What is the primary unity of human being? (With what
does functional relating begin?) And, what is the final unity of human
being? (To what does functional relating lead?) Ever the worldly
philosopher, Follett may have thought such questions too big or too
existential to occupy a manager. But lacking answers to these questions,
she was puzzled by conflicting interests of unity across units and levels
of the corporation. How could demands for integration within a work
group or department be squared with demands for integration across
work groups or departments? Or, how could demands for integration
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In less strict formulations of this view, differences between men
and women are acknowledged in complaint. Most often this takes the
form of a bias for men’s lives, in the belief that men get the better of life,
both at work and at home. This desecration of our being in God is harder
to dismiss because it contains a grain of truth. If one judges all human
life in the terms by which men are judged (both by themselves and by
women)—namely, in terms of accomplishment, wealth, or status—then
men will be favored and will be judged superior to women. It could
hardly be otherwise because, as noted earlier, women do not care about
the same things and do not play the same games as men. But such a
reckoning ignores the half of life to judge in the terms by which women
are compared (both by themselves and by men), namely, in terms of
nurture in care and concern for others. This is to forget that human being
depends upon the reciprocity of male and female and, therefore, that one
half cannot be more important or more worthwhile than the other. 

Lost on many legal and business scholars today is a truth about
our being an image of God in the union of male and female, namely, that
there is and can be no sexual equality of sameness. We cannot expect to
find sexual sameness in the corporation any more than we can expect to
find it in the home, or in the nursery, or in any other corner of life. We
are joined in society everywhere by the functional relating of male and
female, a functional relating made possible and productive by their
differences. We cannot choose this for it is built into our being. This is
not to deny that men and women can and should be allowed every
opportunity to take part and succeed in whatever life they wish for
themselves—that is, that their dignity and rights as individual persons
must be primary. But it is to recognize that as society everywhere arises
and seeks its end in the incorporation of male and female in God, men
and women are bound to seek and enjoy different lives.28 Such is the
difference of life; viva la difference.

Finally, we can note that by identifying the nuptial foundations
of the corporation we add our affidavit to those of the Church in support
of a theology of the corporation. With the deepening of her social
doctrine, especially in the last century with Pope Pius XI’s encyclical
Quadragesimo Anno and Pope John Paul II’s encyclicals Laborem
Exercens and Centesimus Annus,29 the Church has emphasized the
crucial role of the corporation in salvation history. Following in this
vein, theologians today describe the corporation as a “community of
work” patterned after the community of the Holy Trinity;30 as a “double
finality” oriented both to natural and supernatural ends;31 and as a
“mediating institution” of moral solidarity and common good in keeping
with God’s will for man.32 These ideas share in the conviction that the
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sensibilities (e.g., in mind by tempering male analysis and reason with
female judgment and intuition, and in culture by leavening male
structure and system with female compassion and spontaneity).24 In
sum, the good of the corporation is the good of the union of male and
female in God. The good is to let men and women be true to their bodies,
to let them find sanctuary in male and female groups, and to let them
complete one another in the family. To let men be men and women be
women is to let them be gifts to one another.

These ideas matter because how we think about the corporation
determines the laws we make about it and the mores we bring to its
management.25 In a word, these ideas comprise a moral foundation for
the corporation. In relation to God’s plan for us, the corporation can be
either a consecration or a desecration. It is a consecration when, as
described above, it affirms and fulfills God’s image of male and female
in one flesh. It is a desecration when it denies or depletes this image.
Sadly, too much thinking about the corporation today desecrates this
image by regarding people abstractly and instrumentally as “litigants” or
as “human resources” rather than concretely and essentially as male and
female persons. By isolating them from one another in abstraction, this
thinking denies their complementary union in body and soul. The error
in such thinking is not simply that it is cold and calculating, but that it is
inhumane. Where God created human love and life in the one flesh of
male and female, such thinking destroys this love and life.  By not
incorporating male and female in God, such thinking robs the
corporation of the functional relating and essential dynamism of human
life.26

Today this desecration is allied with a “political correctness”
that denies sexual being altogether. Here the idea is that being male or
female is a “social construction,” a subjective incidental of “gender,” not
a truth of being in God.27 In strict formulations this view forbids all but
the most undeniable differences between the sexes, on the grounds that
these might be used to justify inequalities in organizational roles and/or
outcomes (which to this view can never be justified). Thus sexual
equality does not mean what it would mean in a total view of human life,
namely, that men and women should take equally important parts in
society. It means instead that men and women should lead the same lives
with the same outcomes and that this should be true in every corner and
at every level of society. To this way of thinking, there can be no general
functional relation between men and women, because there are no
general differences between them to relate and put to work. That
humankind is divided into male and female parts is supposed not to be
important, except perhaps to heterosexuals who enjoy the pleasure and
occasional offspring that come of their meeting. 
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… businessmen can … put into practice certain fundamental
principles. They may be making useful products; in addition to
that they may be helping the individuals in their employ to
further development; but even beyond all these things, by
helping in solving the problems of organization, they are
helping to solve the problems of human relations, and that is
certainly the greatest task man has been given on this planet.34
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corporation must be ordered to God, and in particular, that its familiar
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Love enjoins us to God: “Thy will be done.” Our relation to
God began with His creation of us in His image and thus with His
investing in us some of his creative power. Our responsibility in
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grace. As described in Genesis, our creative power begins in the union
of male and female in which we are an image God. As we have seen
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who saw for the leader the greatest aim of all, an aim that recalls Christ’s
commandment of love to us all:
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